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What is Turnitin?
Turnitin is an online resource that allows you to submit your paper and have it checked for
originality and proper use of citations. This tool can be accessed by both students and faculty to
ensure academic honesty and to correct source referencing. Turnitin can help point out passages
in your paper that match other sources and avoid unintentional plagiarism.

Getting Started
Turnitin is located in your classroom in the left-hand purple menu bar
underneath “Learning Resources.” Simply click the Learning
Resources menu and then click on the Turnitin link.

Upon clicking on the Turnitin link, the following screen will appear
offering three choices:
1. Instructions for students
2. FAQ for students
3. The access link for Turnitin

Open Turnitin
Click the blue link to open Turnitin: “Click here to access Turnitin.”

User Agreement
You will be taken to a “User Agreement” page requiring you to certify your age and agree to the
terms and conditions:

Choose the appropriate age bubble and click the “I agree” button to advance forward; select the
“I disagree” link if you wish to exit.

Submit an assignment for review
You are now ready to submit your paper for review.
In this example a week three draft paper will be submitted.
Notice: There are two listings for the Week Three Draft Paper:
• “Week Three Draft Paper” and
• “Week Three Draft Paper – Revision 1”.
Always submit your paper to the proper assignment folder that contains the word “REVISION”.

Be sure to only submit to the REVISION
version of an assignment!

Click the SUBMIT BUTTON adjacent to the weekly assignment - revision you are working on.

1. Enter your name
and paper title.
2. Click the Browse
button to locate
your paper.
3. Attach your paper
file.
4. Click the
UPLOAD button
at the bottom of
the page.

Upload Your Document

Enter your name and paper
title.

Press the ‘Browse’ button to locate
the file on your computer.

Press the “upload” button when
you are ready to submit.

The text of your paper will appear.
Is this the correct paper?
If so, press the SUBMIT button:

Press the “submit” button when
you are ready to submit.

You will see a confirmation that your paper was accepted:

When prompted, click on the “go to portfolio” button:

Press the “go to portfolio” button

You will be taken back to your assignments screen.
1. Locate the assignment you submitted your paper to (in this case, “Week Three Draft
Paper Revision 1”)
2. Click on the “Show details” link to access the Turnitin report:

View the Report
Locate and click on the originality percentage to view your report (in this example, 52%):

Click the originality %

Interpreting the Report
The Turnitin program will
identify any sources that
match text found in your
paper. The Similarity Index is
“the total percentage of the
paper that was found to
match sources within all of the Turnitin repositories.” (Turnitin.com) A repository is a storage
system for data. The three repositories used in the Turnitin program are:
•
•
•

Internet Sources
Publications
Student Papers

In this initial view of a submitted paper, you will see the student’s paper is a 52% match to
existing material which might not be properly cited in their paper:

By clicking on the highlighted material, Turnitin will display the matching source of the material
(internet sources, publications, or student papers). As demonstrated in the above example, by
scrolling over the text area that indicates a match to an outside source, the text and matching
source box will be highlighted. If the text matches to an internet source, the address is listed in
the upper-right.

Examples of Turnitin Reports
Here you will notice this student has a large block of matching text to a single source. Note that
there are no quotation marks at the beginning or end of the text, and there is no parenthetical (intext) citation. By clicking on the link in the right column, the student is able to see a source that
contains matching text.

Take Action
Most reports will list the matches from greatest to least percentage. Often, the 1% and 2%
matches are coincidental, especially for papers submitted in core curriculum classes, as they can
also be small matches from the text.
After determining whether matches found in your paper are significant or coincidental, you can
decide if you need to revise and paraphrase or provide additional citation in your paper.

